


There is a woman and a man, who have a complicated relationship. Confused, they stand on a 
stage, surrounded by clothes. Feelings and thoughts are expressed through the movement of 
their bodies – and the movement of the clothes, which have a life of their own.

Combining cinematic video projections with 19th century stage-magic techniques, Kalle Nio 
creates mystery, unease and dark humour in this award-winning show.

Original and intriguing, new circus meets the world of visual art to explore estrangement 
and conflict; its teasing ambiguity reminiscent of Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1960s cult movie 
L’Eclisse in his famous ‘trilogy on modernity and its discontents’. The twisted, dreamlike 
soundscape is the work of composer, Samuli Kosminen. 

“Ingenious visual trickery” - The Stage

“Lähtö defies explanation in the same way that its performers defy Newtonian physics. The 
latest offering from Finnish sensation Kalle Nio, the production falls somewhere between circus, 
magic, visual art and dance – it is physical theatre at its most inventive.” - Theatre Bubble

“Close to the heaven of performing arts. Lähtö must be the most outstanding piece of visual 
arts, theatre and movement that I have ever seen.”  - Keskisuomalainen

“Kalle Nio – magician, artist and director – has created a piece of contemporary magic that 
regularly makes one open eyes wide and gape.” - Hufvudstadsbladet

“Lähtö mixes up dance, theatre, circus, and magic into a compellingly beautiful imagery, that 
lingers to haunt the mind for a long time.”  -Turun Sanomat

“Lähtö rushes over the viewer like a tidal wave.”  - Demari

“The audiovisual execution is magnificent. Thundering soundscapes and gigantic projections 
create illusions and delusions. What is ”real” and what a mere mirage?”  - Helsingin Sanomat

“As in all relationships, there’s no beginning or end. All attemps to understand are useless: one 
simply feels and then stops feeling. This is how Lähtö succeeds in keeping the theatre entranced.”  
- La Nacion

LÄHTÖ / DÉPART



Direction : Kalle Nio
Choreography : Vera Selene Tegelman & Kalle Nio
Performers : Kalle Nio & Vera Selene Tegelman
Costumes : Mila Moisio & Kaisa Rissanen
Music and sound design : Samuli Kosminen
Light design : Jere Mönkkönen
Projections :  Matias Boettge & Kalle Nio
Light technician : Anssi Ruotanen
Stage technicians : Johannes Hallikas, Lotta Karhuvaara & Leena Nio

Production : WHS / Kalle Nio

Supported by : Les Migrateurs / Associés pour les Arts du Cirque, The Finnish National Thea-
tre, Kone Foundation, The Finnish Cultural Foundation, Arts Promotion Centre Finland and 
Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

Pre-premiere March 28th - 29th 2013, Les Migrateurs, Théâtre de Hautepierre,  Strasbourg, 
France

Premiere May 22nd - 25th 2013, The Finnish National Theatre, Helsinki, Finland

WHS is a visual theatre / contemporary circus group from Finland. The productions of the 
group have been a crucial factor behind the rise of Finnish new circus that has rapidly occurred 
in the past decade. In the performances of the group new circus has become a very modern, 
independent and continually changing form of expression, that other arts, especially video 
image, compliment. In the press the performances have been called avant-garde also in the 
larger contexts of theatre and art in general. The performances have been on the sharp edge 
of the latest developments of theatre as well as circus. The group runs their own venue WHS 
Teatteri Union in Helsinki, Finland.

The group has taken their performances across 30 countries, visiting over a hundred world-
famous festivals, circuses, theatres and puppet theatres in Norway, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, 
Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Croatia, 
Serbia, Ukraine, Poland, Russia, Slovak and Czech Republics as well as USA, Brazil, Columbia, 
Argentina, China, South Korea, Taiwan and Japan.



KALLE NIO
The work of artist, magician and stage director Kalle Nio 
forms at the intersection of magic, cinema, art-history, cir-
cus and visual theatre. Between choreographed performance 
works and the cinematic installations, he is both a creator, 
inventor, performer and a researcher involved in a rich 
dialogue between past, present and future, between magic 
and visual arts, between the high arts and the sideshows, 
between craft and technology, between real and illusions. He 
often uses elements of 19th century stage magic as a starting 
point for his highly visual explorations of human body and 
human relationships, referring to elements from the history 
of art.With his performing arts group WHS he has per-
formed in more than 30 different countries. His visual arts 
exhibitions, video installations and short films have been 
shown in museums and galleries in Finland and abroad. He 
has been awarded nationally and internationally from his 
innovations in both magic and projection design.

SAMULI KOSMINEN
Samuli Kosminen is one of Finland’s top percussionists and 
sampling masters. As a drummer, percussionist, composer 
and producer, Kosminen has collaborated with a gargantuan 
array of artists such as Kronos Quartet (USA), Valgeir 
Sigurðsson (ICE), Jónsi (from Sigur Rós, ICE), KTU (USA-
Finland), Emiliana Torrini (ICE) and many others. For 
the past decade his main collaborators have been Icelandic 
band Múm and Kimmo Pohjonen. As the Kluster duo with 
Pohjonen, they have performed in Europe, America and 
Japan. The Pohjonen / Kosminen duo were one half of the 
original KTU band with Trey Gunn and Pat Mastelotto (King 
Crimson) and they composed the award winning Jade Warrior 
film-score. With Múm, he has toured Europe, America, 
Australia and Japan and recorded four albums. Originally a 
drummer, now an explorer of flea-market percussion, beat 
devices, melody-making toys, clonky/clunky machines and 
tuneful data processors, Kosminen has discovered strange, 
new dimensions of rhythm and sound.

MILA MOISIO JA KAISA RISSANEN
The Finnish clothing brand TAUKO by Mila Moisio and 
Kaisa Rissanen is known for costume designs for various 
performing artists, theatre and new circus pieces, and 
installations. TAUKO builds their designs on recycled and 
often unconventional materials and techniques, which 
inspire novel ways to design and manufacture costumes. 
Environmental and social issues related to clothing are also 
present in their work.

JERE MÖNKKÖNEN
Jere Mönkkönen has graduated as a light designer from 
Tampere University of Applied Sciences. He has been 
collaborating with various groups and artists like: Alpo 
Aaltokoski Company, Circo Aereo, Cie Nuua, Race Horse 
Company, Savonlinna Opera festival, Kristian Smeds, Centre 
for Practise as Research in Theatre and WHS.

VERA SELENE TEGELMAN
Vera Selene Tegelman graduatet in 2009 from Department 
of Dance in Theatre Academy of Helsinki. As a student she 
already worked as a dancer with various choreographers 
including Virva Talonen, Heli Meklin, Tommi Kitti and 
Teemu Kyytinen. After graduation she has been working 
in productions by Dance theatre Tsuumi and Dance 
theatre Glims & Gloms. Latest collaborations has beem 
with choreographer Elina Pirinen ‘Tanssitaideteos’ and  
‘Nonfiction’ by Milla Koistinen.

MATIAS BOETTGE
Matias Boettge is a versatile film artist with a wide experience 
in experimantal and traditional film making. As a Director, 
cinematographer and editor he has been part of various 
film and stage productions, including WHS production 
Odotustila / Waiting Room.







Togetherness - an illusion?
THEATRE REVIEW - Hufvudstadsbladet, 25.5.2013

Splish splash. Splish splash. It sounds as if the man would wade 
through the puddles, as if the surging waves pouring over the back 
wall were real and had slopped across the stage. But no, the stage 
is still nearly empty.

Contemporary circus group WHS begins its performance by 
challenging the sense of hearing with clever sound effects. Then 
it continues with more tricks and puzzles – arms that pop up out 
of nowhere and clothing that suddenly come to life. Kalle Nio – 
magician, artist and director – has created a piece of contemporary 
magic that regularly makes one gape and open eyes wide.

Primarily, of course, it is the skillfully executed stunts that evoke 
astonishment, as when Kalle Nio and Vera Selene Tegelman 
balance massive panes of glass on one hand or fight with live 
shirts. But thrill is also brought by the beauty one can rest one’s 
eyes on. The sublime storms and showers of rain are more 
poetic than the real weather phenomena raging outside the 
National Theatre. Dramatic landscapes that could be signed by 
the Romantic artist Caspar David Friedrich. They create a bold 
contrast against the Fifties inspired details in the clothing and 
sequences that could have been borrowed from a film noir reel.

Lähtö - Depart - is the title of the visiting performance playing 
at the National Theatre for a few days. With no words a story is 
formed about a relationship, a game of closeness and distance. 
Feelings and emotions are not communicated through lines but 
through movement and vibrant surroundings.

Someone is always leaving, either throwing a bunch of keys on 
the table and putting on a coat or becoming one with the raging 

seafront outside. Perhaps togetherness is just an illusion, I wonder as the 
reflection of Vera Selene Tegelman’s sleeping body disappears into thin air. 
It’s like a subtle variant of the classic conjuring trick where the magician in a 
high silk hat only with a simple “abracadabra” conjures away the woman on 
stage.

The Finnish group WHS has made a name for itself internationally through its 
distinctive visual theater. High standards and an international touch is hence 
evident in their most recent performance. A performance that is brought to 
life here and now through ropes, cloths and bodies that literally fuse together. 
Magic that is not created by paranormal forces but by something as ordinary 
and normal as human hands - therein lies the greatness.

ISABELLA ROTHENBERG





Magical images of a couple becoming closer 
and drifting apart
CIRCUS | Turun Sanomat 24.5.2013

Lähtö (Depart). Planning team, director Kalle Nio, choreography Vera 
Selene Tegelman and Kalle Nio, costume design Mila Moisio and Kaisa 
Rissanen, lights Jere Mönkkönen, music and sound design Samuli Kosminen, 
videos Matias Boettge and Kalle Nio. A visiting performance by the group 
WHS in the Finnish National Theatre on May 22.

The spring season of the Finnish National Theatre finishes with an 
impressive, high quality visiting performance as WHS, a visual theatre group 
rolls one magical picture after another onto the Small Stage. Lähtö mixes up 
dance, theatre, circus, film and magic into a compellingly beautiful imagery, 
that lingers to haunt the mind for a long time.

WHS is an internationally acclaimed group founded in 2002 by a pioneer 
in contemporary circus Ville Walo, magician-artist Kalle Nio and set and 
costume designer Anna Jämsä. The group has performed and received 
recognition in over thirty countries. Lähtö, directed by Kalle Nio premiered 
in Les Migrateurs circus centre, Strasbourg in March.

Lähtö is a full-blooded work of art arisen from teamwork and it can neither 
be broken down nor would it be worthwhile to thoroughly specify the 
different aspects of the production. The performance and video projections 
shift to become a part of the wistfully romantic and shamelessly nostalgic 
world created by sound, lightning and costume design.  

Lähtö is in various ways evocative. The work group has drawn inspiration 
from Films by Michelangelo Antonioni and the doomed relationships in 
them. There are also echoes of melodramatic silent films, dance pieces by 
Pina Bausch and even compositions and minimalistic imagery from films by 
Aki Kaurismäki. Lähtö is par excellence a strongly personal unity with its 
reference points in the world of its own. However the charming transgression 
makes the performance also a tad introverted.

Caught in between 

The idea of the performance was born when the group was working on a 
media art show called Bardo in 2011. Some sequences of the films shown 
in Bardo were directly transferred to Lähtö and others have inspired the 
scenes and imagery seen in the performance. Bardo is Tibetan word for 
a space or time in between, where time stands still, when something has 
already come to an end but the following has not yet begun.

Bardo is also a fine reflection of the world of Lähtö. The performance 
by Kalle Nio and Vera Selene Tegelman as a couple staggering and 
struggling in the spaces in between each other and in themselves is 
intensive and assimilated. The speechless performance allows for the 
viewer to imagine and experience the story of the couple in their own 
way. The images from the tragic drowning, the mind-numbing round of 
everyday life to the more care free moments of seduction overlap each 
other and form a plotless story. 
Lähtö is filled with charming illusions and exhilarating surprises. Glasses 
drip, table cloths pour off the table and a shirt spites the one trying to 
iron it. A central part in the performance is played by the clothes that 
impressively move on the performers and on stage turning into persons, 
feelings, moods and memories. The performance both reveals how 
illusions are created and preserves the ambience of magic.

The most powerful images are created through applying Pepper’s ghost 
– a technique developed in the 1860’s – in a scene where the performers 
act with each other’s reflections alternately becoming closer and drifting 
away from each other. The scene is a distressing display of how seldom 
we truly are at the same place at the same time with each other, how 
seldom we are here and now and actually dare to confront each other. 

EEVA KEMPPI





Surrealistic dream charms the audience
Demari, 26.5.2013

The contemporary circus group WHS has from the very beginning done 
productions that move in a grey area between circus, theatre, object theatre, 
dance and magic. This kind of creation of a new kind of an art form has 
generated fascinating performances but every so often caused difficulties in 
finding opportunities to perform as the buyers have not been able to define 
the performance they’ve signed up for.

In addition to new surprising ways and techniques of performing WHS has 
also created new type of contacts between different groups and spaces. The 
latest example of this was the premiere of Kalle Nio’s Lähtö (Departure) held 
in the Finnish national theatre in Helsinki.

This in itself isn’t surprising as contemporary circus productions often arise 
from international cooperation with several different partners. In these cases 
it is common that a performance prepremieres before its actual premiere. 
This was also the case with Lähtö which pre-premiered in Strasbourg, France 
in March. After the performances in Finland Lähtö will be seen in Italy, 
Georgia and France. 

A central medium in Lähtö is its strong visuality. Everything seen on stage is 
subordinate to what it looks or seems like  – as it is supposed to be in magic. 
The conjuring tricks are big and spectacular. They are done par excellence by 
exploiting technology and videos – not only manual dexterity even though 
that is also been needed.

The speechless performance begins with a scene where a world weary couple 
sits at a table trying to separate. Without result. The scene is repeated again 
and again and keeps sneakingly turning more and more peculiar until the 
woman disappears in to the sea surging behind the window curtains. This 
peculiarity and fatefulness are the determining factors in the mood of the 
performance. The countless falling curtains or reflections mirrored on the 
gigantic glass wall represent the strong emotions churning inside the couple. 

A stylish, spectacular whole

One can find points of resemblance to both art history and the film 
Titanic in the sights 
and arrangements seen on the stage. As a whole the performance is dark 
and spectacular, but in a stylish way. Every scene from the couple’s life is 
merely a big drama. However it doesn’t feel a slightest bit exaggerated or 
embarrassing. As a couple Kalle Nio and Vera Selene Tegelman are at the 
same time both very carnal and ethereal as if in a silent film. 

Lähtö rushes over the viewer like a tidal wave. This is emphasized by 
the soundscape filled with rumbling waves created by Samuli Kosminen. 
Though the rhythm of the performance is actually quite unhurried it 
doesn’t feel like it. If anything it appears as if the time had been streched. 
Or as if the viewer had gotten lost in a surrealist dream where nothing is 
quite as it seems, not even ironing of a shirt.  

ANNIKKI ALKU





Unstable house in a scenery of a dream
REVIEW, Helsingin Sanomat, 24.5.2013

The pre premiere of Lähtö (Depart) was praised in Strasbourg, and the 
audience in Helsinki seemed pleased as well.
 
The same scene is repeated. And repeated again, in a loop. A man and 
a woman, weary, sitting at a table. One or the other trying to depart, to 
leave the pattern yet always returning to the starting point. Up until the 
woman departs and vanishes in to the sea.
Finland’s most internationally successful contemporary circus and visual 
theatre group WHS brought its new premiere to the Finnish National 
Theatre. The performance pre premiered in Strasbourg and got high 
praises. The crowd at the Finnish premiere seemed pleased as well.

Lähtö is an untypical portrayal of a typical theme. An estranged couple 
in their unstable house. The set and the curtains are constantly being 
held up, straightened and adjusted. Yet sometimes the walls in a glass 
house smash into a thousand pieces and the world has to be built up from 
scratch. 

Kalle Nio (formerly Hakkarainen) has become known as a magician, but 
he has been developing his art towards visual theatre and he keeps on 
going further and further with his visions. 
It would neither do any justice to talk about ”magic tricks” in this 
connection. There are magic tricks in the performance, though a better 
word to describe them might be an illusion. One could also see in the 
performance a modern version of the magicians classic standard of a 
”floating woman”, now created with lights and reflections.

The atmosphere in the entirely speechless Lähtö is dark and lingering, at 
some moments even overflowing dramatic atmosphere. Also pontifical in 
a way that the slightest trace of a smile on the performers lips makes the 
viewer emit a cathartic sigh. Vera Selene Tegelman in her impassively 
absent presence is riveting. 

The audiovisual execution is magnificent. Thundering soundscapes 
and gigantic projections create illusions and delusions. Stratification 
is apparent both in the content and visions. What is ”real” and what a 
mere mirage? Kalle Nio’s solo with a shirt resisting ironing is hilarious, 
but somehow feels disconnected in its concreteness. When everything 
else is abstract drifting and daliesque melting in a dreamlike world 
where each moment is packed with departure and longing.

JUSSI TOSSAVAINEN



From the stage: Lähtö (Finnish National 
Theatre)
Pigeonnaire, Sunday May 26. 2013

The Small Stage at the Finnish National Theatre had a visiting production 
Lähtö (Departure) by a visual theatre group WHS this week. I had heard 
anticipatory buzz about the production and since there were only four 
performances I decided I would have to see it.

In Lähtö there is a couple, estranged from each other. The man (Kalle 
Nio) and the woman (Vera Selene Tegelman) are sitting at the table, 
eating. They are both leaving, departing both physically and mentally. 
The act of departing is done several times, the scene is repeated similarly 
until as if they gradually sink somewhere. Somewhere where reality is a 
reflection, and illusions and visions are reality.

The couple keep confronting each other time after time, tries and fails. 
The overall atmosphere is hopeless, final hour-like. And on the other 
hand very beautiful with all the waves, mirrors and shadows. Humor 
has either not been forgotten, it peeks out between the scenes every now 
and then, and even makes it to the stage in the form of a shirt resistant to 
ironing.

The illusions made my thoughts twist. I found myself looking for 
strings, ropes and attachments and not finding them. The execution was 
breathtakingly beautiful. Wine glasses pouring off the tables, raging sea, 
a man and a woman struggling in the maelstroms of their life.

I watched the wordless performance as if I were under hypnosis. The 
grey and pale blue tones added to the dreamlike atmosphere of the 
performance, other colors were only used rarely and with consideration. 
The performance feels French, hazy and smells of cigarette smoke. And 
elsewhere the raging sea and wet sand, wet clothes and blank stares.

If another opportunity to see a WHS performance comes along I will 
grasp it without a second thought.

LINNEA TÖYRYLÄ





A couple sailing in the storm

La Nación, April 10, 2014,
BY FERNANDO CHAVES ESPINACH

Visual delight

The Finnish group WHS presented Lähtö, a mix of visual theatre and 
circus that dazzled with visual effects

Lähtö is a story without words about what cannot be said: what connects 
and disconnects a couple. The Finnish group WHS dazzles a full house 
with this mix of illusionism, visual theatre and circus.

The most recent creation of the group was presented on Tuesday and 
Wednesday - in two performances - in the National Theatre. It was one of 
the most expected pieces in FIA, with almost all tickets sold out rapidly.

Lähtö means The Departure. It’s a play of distances and proximities by 
Kalle Nio and Vera Selene Tegelman, choreographers and performers of 
the performance. For them it’s a physical feat and a great test of spirit.

In the beginning they face each other at a table. They serve themselves 
wine, drink; she approaches the window, pulls back the curtain and 
contemplates the rough sea. He approaches; she sits down again. They 
repeat the action three times.

We get to know them as figures who are accustomed to routine, stuck 
in repetitive movements that fall apart little by little as the restless sea 
floods in between them.

The history of their relationship surges as a sum of small encounters lost 
in the waves. Lähtö is composed of various scenes that materialize and 
dematerialize themselves in the bodies of the performers.

They skillfully rise and lower curtains, seats and backdrops as they explore 
the different emotional states of their stormy interaction.

Visions.
In one of the most outstanding scenes in the performance Nio and Tegelman 
fight to hold their ground on a table, behind a curtain on pouring rain.

The way in which projections mix with actions is fluid and stimulant. 
Including almost cinematographic scenes that emphasize the intimacy of the 
couple with details of their skin and their bodies.

In this piece nothing is narrated through dialogue, but through body 
movement. The ambiences of vivid realism are achieved with lighting that, 
carefully, hides the mechanisms that all the illusion depends on: the trick 
stays always hidden, as in magic.

In a crucial scene the couple faces each other again at the table of the 
beginning. The tablecloth begins to melt. Their clothes begin to fall apart 
and to drop on the floor. They touch; they get closer; they get hurt; they get 
fused together. Just then, everything explodes.

This breaking of a cube of mirrors provides some of the most surprising 
illusions in the piece. Their figures multiply, and the real actors embrace and 
let go of the reflected images.

As in all relationships of couples, there’s no beginning or end. All striving to 
understand is useless: one simply feels and stops feeling. This is how Lähtö 
succeeds in keeping the theatre entranced.



The Stage, 1/2018

“Ingenious visual trickery”
“Eloquent visual piece”

****



Keskisuomalainen kesäkuu 2018
Lähtö, Jyväskylän kesä.

“Close to the heaven of performing arts. 
Lähtö must be the most outstanding piece 
of visual arts, theatre and movement that I 
have ever seen.”
- Keskisuomalainen



CONTACT

WHS / Kalle Nio

e-mail: kalle@whs.fi
Tel: +358 50 587 7042

More info, pictures & video: 
www.whs.fi
www.kallenio.com


